Five Ways Your Business
Can Benefit with an ATS

Hiring Can Be a Real Challenge
For small and growing companies, hiring can be very difficult. Your team
wears many hats, and purpose-built hiring technology can help tackle
the challenges that your company is facing as you look for top talent
in a tight market.

If you feel there’s not enough talent to fill
open positions right now, you’re not alone.
This is the top issue for companies just like you,
with 55% saying they’re struggling to find the
right candidates right now.

55%

#1: Get Ahead & Supercharge
Hiring Collaboration
As a growing company, standing out to candidates can be tough.

62% of managers hiring for
small-and medium-sized companies
are concerned about improving their
quality of hire.

62%

RECRUITMENT SOFTWARE EMPOWERS YOU & YOUR
TEAM TO WORK TOGETHER BY:

Streamlining
Hiring Workflows

Easily Viewing
Notes & Scores

Creating Comments
for the Hiring Team

#2: Grow & Scale Faster
Scale Faster by Streamlining the Hiring Process.

60%
60% of companies predict they
will grow their recruiting team
and almost half will likely spend
more on hiring.

With the right ATS, you can leverage insights and analytics, so
you can pinpoint bottlenecks, hire faster and optimize your
growing team. The best part? Candidates get lightning-fast
communication and you create scalable workflows that work
for how you hire today and tomorrow.

#3: Make Hiring More Agile
Did you know it's estimated that 65% of small businesses
aren't using an ATS? Get ahead of competitors and connect
with talent faster.

HIRING IS ALL ABOUT SPEED RIGHT NOW:

&

88%
88% of SMBs take
less than one month
to fill open roles.

42%
42% require less than
two weeks to fill their
open positions.

If you aren't decreasing how long it takes to hire for your
business, then you are likely missing out on talent.

WITH AN ATS, YOU CAN AUTOMATE REPETITIVE
TASKS AND SPEED TIME-TO-HIRE TO:

Easily
Source Candidates

Schedule
Interviews

Automate Candidate
Communications

#4: Take Back Time While
Crossing Items Off Your
Recruiting To-Do List

40%
Screening Interviews
Scheduling Interviews

Interviewing requires considerable
time investment. 40% of growing
companies indicate that screening
and scheduling interviews are the
tasks they want to automate most.

#5: Better Compete for Talent
With the right recruitment software, you will be better
positioned to compete for the limited pool of talent, even
against companies with well-known employer brands.

48%

That's why nearly 48% of smalland medium-sized businesses
are planning to invest more in
recruiting technology over the
coming year.

Ready to Get Started?
See What JazzHR Can Do For You
For companies seeking to move from manual recruiting to an applicant
tracking system, find out how streamlining the hiring process with
recruitment software can help you better compete for candidates and
hire faster.
Contact us today to discuss your hiring needs, or if you are ready to get
started, see JazzHR in action with a free 21-day trial. Post your first job
for free today and see why over 10,000 growing businesses trust JazzHR
to power their hiring process.

